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The Brightening Glance
Imagination and Childhood
Pantheon A study of the aesthetic development of children follows the
origins and evolution of the imagination and creativity between the ages of
two and twelve, explaining how the sensory, perceptual, and imaginative
lives of youngsters intersects with emotionaldevelopment.

Imagination First
Unlocking the Power of Possibility
John Wiley & Sons When imagination becomes habit, it can transform your
work and your life The best corporations know that innovative thinking is
the only competitive advantage that cannot be outsourced. The best
schools are those that create cultures of imagination. Now in paperback,
Imagination First introduces a wide-variety of individuals who make a habit
of imaginative thinking and creative action, oﬀering a set of universal
practices that anyone can use to transform their life at work, home, and
play. These 28.5 practices will enable anyone to become more imaginative
and to teach others to do so as well?from corporate executive to educator
to platoon sergeant. Bonus content includes Winning "practices" submitted
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by the public Guidelines for educators who want to cultivate creativity in
their classrooms Expanded resource section The book is ﬁlled with
illustrative stories of creative leaders, teachers, artists, and scientists that
clearly illustrate the original practices and new material that shows how to
bring imagination to life.

Imagination in Inquiry
A Philosophical Model and Its
Applications
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Imagination in Inquiry investigates the nature, kinds,
component elements, functions, scope, and uses of the imagination that
are at work in inquiry. It develops a homeostatic model and discusses its
applications in various branches of philosophy, from the philosophy of
science and the philosophy of technology to ethics and aesthetics.

The Morals of Monster Stories
Essays on Children's Picture Book
Messages
McFarland The simplicity of children’s picture books—stories told with
illustrations and a few well chosen words or none at all—makes them
powerful tools for teaching morals and personal integrity. Children follow
the story and see the characters’ behaviors on the page and interpret them
in the context of their own lives. But unlike many picture books, most
children’s lives don’t feature monsters. This collection of new essays
explores the societally sanctioned behaviors imparted to children through
the use of monsters and supernatural characters. Topics include monsters
as instructors, the normalization of strangers or the “other,” fostering
gender norms, and therapeutic monsters, among others.

From Diversion to Subversion
Games, Play, and Twentiethcentury Art
Penn State Press "Examines the wide-ranging inﬂuence of games and play on
the development of modern art in the twentieth century"--Provided by
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publisher.

The Cambridge Companion to
Literature and Psychoanalysis
Cambridge University Press Combining literature and psychoanalysis, this
collection foregrounds the work of literary creators as foundational to
psychoanalysis.

Relentless Progress
The Reconﬁguration of Children's
Literature, Fairy Tales, and
Storytelling
Routledge Can fairy tales subvert consumerism? Can fantasy and children's
literature counter the homogenizing inﬂuence of globalization? Can
storytellers retain their authenticity in the age of consumerism? These are
some of the critical questions raised by Jack Zipes, the celebrated scholar
of fairy tales and children's literature. In this book, Zipes argues that,
despite a dangerous reconﬁguration of children as consumers in the
civilizing process, children's literature, fairy tales, and storytelling possess
a uniquely powerful (even fantastic)capacity to resist the "relentless
progress" of negative trends in culture. He also argues that these tales and
stories may lose their power if they are too diluted by commercialism and
merchandising. Stories have been used for centuries as a way to teach
children (and adults) how to see the world, as well as their place within it.
In Relentless Progress, Zipes looks at the surprising ways that stories have
inﬂuenced people within contemporary culture and vice versa. Among the
many topics explored here are the dumbing down of books for children, the
marketing of childhood, the changing shape of feminist fairy tales, and why
American and British children aren’t exposed to more non-western fairy
tales. From picture books to graphic novels, from children’s ﬁlms to video
games, from Grimm’s fairy tales to the multimedia Harry Potter
phenomenon, Zipes demonstrates that while children’s stories have
changed greatly in recent years, much about these stories have remained
the same—despite their contemporary, high-tech repackaging. Relentless
Progress oﬀers remarkable insight into why classic folklore and fairy tales
should remain an important part of the lives of children in today’s digital
culture.
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Illuminating Childhood
Portraits in Fiction, Film, & Drama
University of Michigan Press Experiencing the phases of childhood through art

Holistic Curriculum, Third Edition
University of Toronto Press Used as the basis of the program at the Equinox
Holistic Alternative School in Toronto, The Holistic Curriculum advocates
for an integrative approach to teaching and learning with a focus on
developing a deep connection between mind and body.

Promoting Creativity in Childhood
A Practical Guide for Counselors,
Educators, and Parents
AuthorHouse

The Holistic Curriculum
University of Toronto Press Holistic education is concerned with connections in
human experience – connections between mind and body, between linear
thinking and intuitive ways of knowing, between academic disciplines,
between individual and community, and between the personal self and the
transpersonal Self that all spiritual traditions believe exist beyond the ego.
First published in 1988, The Holistic Curriculum examines the
philosophical, psychological, and social foundations of holistic education,
provides an outline of its history, and discusses practical applications for
this type of learning in the classroom. This revised and expanded second
edition concisely describes how holistic thinking integrates spiritual and
scientiﬁc perspectives, drawing on romantic, humanistic, and other radical
alternatives to the atomistic worldview of the modern age. The role of the
teacher, the issue of accountability, and strategies for implementing the
Holistic Curriculum are also discussed.

A Spirit that Impels
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Play, Creativity, and Psychoanalysis
Routledge This volume brings together some of the papers presented by
leading scholars, artists and psychoanalysts at an annual Creativity
Seminar organised by the Erikson Institute of the Austen Riggs Center.
Looking at creativity through a psychoanalytic lens - and very importantly,
vice versa - the authors examine great works, such as Nathaniel
Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter, Mahler's Eighth Symphony, and William
Gibson's The Miracle Worker; as well as great artists, such as Van Gogh
and Lennon and McCartney, for what we might learn about the creative
process itself. Deepening this conversation are a number of clinical studies
and other reﬂections on the creative process - in sickness and in health, so
to speak. A central theme is that of "deep play", the level at which the
artist may be unconsciously playing out, on behalf of all of us, the deepest
dynamics of human emotion in order that we may leave the encounter not
only emotionally spent, but profoundly informed as well.

Enchanted Hunters: The Power of
Stories in Childhood
W. W. Norton & Company Highly illuminating for parents, vital for students
and book lovers alike, Enchanted Hunters transforms our understanding of
why children should read. Ever wondered why little children love listening
to stories, why older ones get lost in certain books? In this enthralling
work, Maria Tatar challenges many of our assumptions about childhood
reading. Much as our culture pays lip service to the importance of
literature, we rarely examine the creative and cognitive beneﬁts of reading
from infancy through adolescence. By exploring how beauty and horror
operated in C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia, Philip Pullman’s His Dark
Materials, J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels, and many other narratives,
Tatar provides a delightful work for parents, teachers, and general
readers, not just examining how and what children read but also showing
through vivid examples how literature transports and transforms children
with its intoxicating, captivating, and occasionally terrifying energy. In the
tradition of Bruno Bettelheim’s landmark The Uses of Enchantment, Tatar’s
book is not only a compelling journey into the world of childhood but a trip
back for adult readers as well.

Designing the Creative Child
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Playthings and Places in Midcentury
America
U of Minnesota Press The postwar American stereotypes of suburban
sameness, traditional gender roles, and educational conservatism have
masked an alternate self-image tailor-made for the Cold War. The creative
child, an idealized future citizen, was the darling of baby boom parents,
psychologists, marketers, and designers who saw in the next generation
promise that appeared to answer the most pressing worries of the age.
Designing the Creative Child reveals how a postwar cult of childhood
creativity developed and continues to this day. Exploring how the idea of
children as imaginative and naturally creative was constructed,
disseminated, and consumed in the United States after World War II, Amy
F. Ogata argues that educational toys, playgrounds, small middle-class
houses, new schools, and children’s museums were designed to cultivate
imagination in a growing cohort of baby boom children. Enthusiasm for
encouraging creativity in children countered Cold War fears of failing
competitiveness and the postwar critique of social conformity, making
creativity an emblem of national revitalization. Ogata describes how a
historically rooted belief in children’s capacity for independent thinking
was transformed from an elite concern of the interwar years to a fully
consumable and aspirational ideal that persists today. From building
blocks to Gumby, playhouses to Playskool trains, Creative Playthings to the
Eames House of Cards, Crayola ﬁngerpaint to children’s museums, material
goods and spaces shaped a popular understanding of creativity, and
Designing the Creative Child demonstrates how this notion has been woven
into the fabric of American culture.

Inventing Imaginary Worlds
From Childhood Play to Adult
Creativity Across the Arts and
Sciences
Rowman & Littleﬁeld How can parents, educators, business leaders and policy
makers nurture creativity, prepare for inventiveness and stimulate
innovation? One compelling answer, this book argues, lies in fostering the
invention of imaginary worlds, a.k.a. worldplay. First emerging in middle
childhood, this complex form of make-believe draws lifelong energy from
the fruitful combustions of play, imagination and creativity. Unfortunately,
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trends in modern life conspire to break down the synergies of creative play
with imaginary worlds. Unstructured playtime in childhood has all but
disappeared. Invent-it-yourself make-believe places have all but
succumbed in adolescence to ready-made computer games. Adults are
discouraged from playing as a waste of time with no relevance to the
workplace. Narrow notions of creativity exile the ﬁctive imagination to
fantasy arts. And yet, as Michele Root-Bernstein demonstrates by means of
historical inquiry, quantitative study and contemporary interview,
spontaneous worldplay in childhood develops creative potential, and
strategic worldplay in adulthood inspires innovations in the sciences and
social sciences as well as the arts and literature. Inventing imaginary
worlds develops the skills society needs for inventing the future. For more
on Inventing Imaginary Worlds, check out:
www.inventingimaginaryworlds.com

Intergenerational Solidarity in
Children’s Literature and Film
Univ. Press of Mississippi Contributions by Aneesh Barai, Clémentine Beauvais,
Justyna Deszcz-Tryhubczak, Terri Doughty, Aneta Dybska, Blanka
Grzegorczyk, Zoe Jaques, Vanessa Joosen, Maria Nikolajeva, Marek
Oziewicz, Ashley N. Reese, Malini Roy, Sabine Steels, Lucy Stone, Björn
Sundmark, Michelle Superle, Nozomi Uematsu, Anastasia Ulanowicz, Helma
van Lierop-Debrauwer, and Jean Webb Intergenerational solidarity is a vital
element of societal relationships that ensures survival of humanity. It
connects generations, fostering transfer of common values, cumulative
knowledge, experience, and culture essential to human development. In
the face of global aging, changing family structures, family separations,
economic insecurity, and political trends pitting young and old against
each other, intergenerational solidarity is now, more than ever, a pressing
need. Intergenerational Solidarity in Children’s Literature and Film argues
that productions for young audiences can stimulate intellectual and
emotional connections between generations by representing
intergenerational solidarity. For example, one essayist focuses on Disney
ﬁlms, which have shown a long-time commitment to variously highlighting,
and then conservatively healing, ﬁssures between generations. However,
Disney-Pixar’s Up and Coco instead portray intergenerational
alliances—young collaborating with old, the living working alongside the
dead—as necessary to achieving goals. The collection also testiﬁes to the
cultural, social, and political signiﬁcance of children’s culture in the
development of generational intelligence and empathy towards age-others
and positions the ﬁeld of children’s literature studies as a site of
intergenerational solidarity, opening possibilities for a new socially
consequential inquiry into the culture of childhood.
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American Book Publishing Record
The Holistic Curriculum, Third
Edition
University of Toronto Press Originally published in 1988, The Holistic
Curriculum addresses the problem of fragmentation in education through a
connected curriculum of integrative approaches to teaching and learning.
John P. Miller, author of more than seventeen books on holistic education,
discusses the theoretical foundations of the holistic curriculum and
particularly its philosophical, psychological, and social connections. Tracing
the history of holistic education from its beginnings, this revised and
expanded third edition features insights into Indigenous approaches to
education while also expanding upon the six curriculum connections:
subject, community, thinking, earth, body-mind, and soul. This edition also
includes an introduction by leading Indigenous educator Greg Cajete as
well as a dialogue between the author and Four Arrows, author of Teaching
Truly, about the relationship between holistic education and Indigenous
education.

Perspectives on Criticism
Atlantic Publishers & Dist Philosophical Speculations About The Origin Of
Poetry And The Nature And Function Of Criticism Have Engaged The
Attention Of Poets And Critics For Over 2500 Years In The West And Still
There Is No Consensus Either Regarding The Mysterious Process Of
Creation Or The Proper Function Of Literary Criticism. One Reason, Of
Course, Is That There Is A Lack Of Deﬁniteness Both About The Nature Of
The Object And About The Tools For Judging It. Unlike An Architecture A
Temple Or A Mosque A Literary Work Does Not Conveniently Exist In Space
And Time. Paradoxically, Though Frozen In Time It Transcends Time. The
Problem Is Further Complicated By The Fact That Since Reading A Poem Is
An Aesthetic Experience We Cannot Read The Same Poem Twice, Because
During The Period Intervening Between The First Reading And The Second
We Have Changed.However, In Recent Years, Particularly During The
Second Half Of The Twentieth Century Literary Criticism Has Burgeoned
Into Too Many Schools And Theories Resulting In A Complete Critical
Anarchy. In This Period Of Confusion, Standing On The Darkling Plain As We
Are, We Must Focus On The Real Function Of Literature And Save Literature
From Being A Casualty In The Cross-Fire Of Literary Theories. Literary
Criticism Is A Discourse On Literature, An Art Of Judging Literature And
Deciding How Far And For What Reasons A Literary Work Is Good Or Bad,
Great Or Useless. In Fact, The Term Criticism Is Derived From The Greek
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Krino Which Means To Judge And Krites Which Means A Judge. We Should
Never Lose Sight Of The Fact That Literary Criticism Must Be Literary
Criticism. And The Literary Value Of A Work Must Be Judged By Literary
Criteria Alone.The Essays Included In This Volume Constitute A Signiﬁcant
Body Of Literary Criticism In The True Sense Of The Term. Keeping Their
Focus Sharply On The Literary Text The Critics, By Comparison And
Analysis, Have Tried To Evaluate Diﬀerent Authors And Their Works. In
Their Wider Gropings They Have Also Embraced The Other Areas Such As
The Relation Between Linguistics, Literary Criticism, Scholarship And
Teaching, Etc.

Creativity and Making in Early
Childhood
Challenging Practitioner
Perspectives
Bloomsbury Publishing Creativity and Making in Early Childhood brings
together practice and research insights on creativity, to oﬀer new
perspectives on what creativity is, how it manifests in early childhood
education and what can be done to support it. Each chapter includes
practitioners' own experiences and looks within these observations and
reﬂections to highlight key questions and challenges. Insights and
perspectives are drawn from research in order to engage deeply with these
challenges and to develop future practice in early childhood education.
Particular focus is on creativity as physical 'making' processes. Topics
covered include: - children's developing identities - sharing and social
interactions - how time, choice and physical environments inﬂuence young
children's creativity - instructions, resourcing and expectations of
creativity in the early childhood setting Practical learning features guiding
students through the book include: research spotlight sections introducing
readers to key pieces of research, questions to aid reﬂection on
experiences in relation to relevant theory, summaries and tasks for the
reader designed to deepen thinking. This text is an excellent resource for
undergraduate students in early childhood and education, as well as
postgraduate students and practitioners who have returned to study.

Choice
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The Economics of the Imagination
Amherst : University of Massachusetts Press

The Artist Project
What Artists See When They Look
At Art
Metropolitan Museum of Art Artists have long been stimulated and motivated
by the work of those who came before them—sometimes, centuries before
them. Interviews with 120 international contemporary artists discussing
works from The Metropolitan Museum of Art's collection that spark their
imagination shed new light on art-making, museums, and the creative
process. Images of works from The Met collection appear alongside images
of the contemporary artists' work, allowing readers to discover a rich web
of visual connections that spans cultures and millennia.

Chicago Tribune Index
Library Journal
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called
Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

INSCOM Journal
Journal of the U.S. Army Intelligence
& Security Command
The South-western Monthly
Good Words
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Good Words and Sunday Magazine
Good words, ed. by N. Macleod
Why Poetry?
Xlibris Corporation

The Cambridge Companion to W. B.
Yeats
Cambridge University Press This accessible and thought-provoking Companion
is designed to help students experience the pleasures and challenges
oﬀered by one of the twentieth century's greatest poets. A team of
international contributors examine Yeats's poetry, drama and prose in
their historical and national contexts. The essays explain and synthesise
major aspects and themes of his life and work: his lifelong engagement
with Ireland, his complicated relationship to the English literary tradition,
his literary, social, and political criticism and the evolution of his complex
spiritual and religious sense. First-time readers of Yeats as well as more
advanced scholars will welcome this comprehensive account of Yeats's
career with its useful chronological outline and survey of the most
important trends in Yeats scholarship. Taken as a whole, this Companion
comprises an essential introduction for students and teachers of Yeats.

Every Saturday
School Life
The Yeats Brothers and
Modernism's Love of Motion
Bedient delivers a brilliant exploration of modernism through the mutual
illumination provided by Ireland's greatest poet and greatest painter, W. B.
Yeats and Jack Yeats.
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The Christian Parlor Magazine
Food and Nutrition
USSR Information Bulletin
Information Bulletin
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